BME 2018 Engineering Scholarship Award Winners

The Richard Ballantyne Scholarship - Madison Nadolny
Borghesi Family Scholarship - Ryanne Ramadan
Connecticut and Baden-Wurttmberg (BW) Germany Eurotech Scholarship - Mark Roper
Connecticut Energy Foundation Scholarship for Smart Energy Use, Conservation and Sustainability - Katherine Atamanuk
Hugh L. and Judith R. Cox Scholarship - Sophia Murphy
Joel S. and Heidi S. Douglas Engineering Scholarship - Rachael Boislard & Cara Tran
Emeritus Faculty Scholarship Fund - Ellen McNiff
Eversource Energy Engineering Scholarship - Norwyn Campbell & Paige Woods
Harold P. Farrington Engineering Scholarship - Skylar Buswell
Arnold Griffin Scholarship in Engineering - Heather Brown
Grossi Family Scholarship - Katherine Russo
Edward J. Hutchins – Charles E. Wilcox Scholarship - Michael Loose
The Krenicki Scholars Fund Scholarship - Avery Carroll
Mario S. and Marie G. Latina Scholarship - Ling Chi, Jenna Madigan & Leah Sobotka
Carl A and Edna S. Lindblad Scholarship - Mohammad Mohsin
Joseph F. and Elisabeth S. Loersch Scholarship - Ariane Garrett
John A. Longobardi Scholarship Fund - Julia Roemer
Paul and Mary Mali Endowed Scholarship - MD Khursidul Islam & Rachel Marchini
Dominick A. Pagano Endowed Scholarship - Helena Newandee
Roland and Carol Pampel Endowed Scholarship - Alyson March
Walter M. Rose Endowed Scholarship - Margaret Daniel, Kristin Rheault & Cassandra Rossetti
School of Engineering Centennial Scholarship - Dana Hamed
Sudhakar V. Shenoy Scholarship in Engineering - Zinnia Hall
Shidler Scholarship for Engineering - Caroline Thompson
Dawn-Marie Sullivan Scholarship - Tanya Dimitrov
TeamQSI Scholarship - Daniel Barry
United Technologies Corporation Scholarships in Engineering - Ava Fritz, Rohit Makol. Zhourxuan Wang, & Terrance Zhang
Marty & Pat Wood Scholarship - Molly Hutchins
2018 BRIDGE Program Scholarship Awards

BRIDGE Scholarship - Stephanie Cuervo, Millenia Polanco & Amanda Reid

BRIDGE Family Scholarship - Chelsea Anthony, Princesse Harmon & Sophia Murphy

EDOC BRIDGE Scholarship – Jacqueline Balch, Dalia Clarke, Heather McGrath, Sarah Sommer & Brianna Westenfield

HCOP Connecticut Pre-College Enrichment Program Fellowship – Chelsea Anthony, Dalia Clarke, Princesse Harmon, Chasity Kennedy, Sophia Murphy, Millenia Polanco & Rachel Santos

Stanley Black and Decker BRIDGE Scholarship – Chelsea Anthony